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When I got invited to be the guest editor for this issue last year, I decided
to focus on viral diseases as this is an area where there are ever-changing
developments in diagnosis and management and also vast public health
implications. It was last year that I chose to dedicate the theme for this
issue to be on ‘Viral diseases of global importance’ and started to approach
authors. Little did I know that the COVID-19 would emerge as a pandemic
with unprecedented devastation globally just a few months later!
In this issue, we are excited that Dr Jacky Chan and Dr Owen Tsang have
kindly shared their precious experience and perspectives on COVID-19
therapeutics amid their extremely busy schedule while fighting with
COVID-19 at the most frontline position. They have put in huge efforts in
summarising the state-of-the-art management options for COVID-19.
Viral hepatitis B and C are two other viruses associated with significant
morbidity and mortality. To this end, the World Health Assembly in
2016 adopted Global health sector strategy on viral hepatitis, 2016-2021,
which outlined a global goal of eliminating viral hepatitis as a major
public health threat by 2030. The Centre for Health Protection has set
up a Viral Hepatitis Control Office to formulate local strategies and an
action plan. A Steering Committee on Prevention and Control of Viral
Hepatitis was set up. Dr Rebecca Lam, the Consultant in charge of the
Office, details the comprehensive local action plan and its implementation
in the article ‘Elimination of Hepatitis B and C in Hong Kong’. Focusing
on mother-to-child-transmission of hepatitis B, an antiviral Tenofovir
has been recommended to be added to existing hepatitis B vaccine and
immunoglobulin program to further reduce the transmission rate from
hepatitis B carrier mothers to their babies. Dr Wing-cheong Leung will
explain the rationale behind and its implementation in Hong Kong in the
article entitled ‘Use of Tenofovir in further prevention of mother-to-childtransmission (MTCT) of hepatitis B virus (HBV)’.
Apart from hepatitis B and C viruses, human papillomavirus (HPV) infection
is another important yet largely ignored virus with high cancer-causing
potential at various anogenital and oropharyngeal sites. It is the commonest
sexually transmitted diseases and is acquired very soon after sexual debut.
Although HPV vaccine is useful in preventing the infection, the exposed
and unvaccinated population are prone to the carcinogenic sequelae of HPV
infection. Anal cancer is on the increasing trend worldwide in the past
three decades. It is actually more common in women than men, especially
in women with previous genital HPV infection or precancer/ cancer. In
people who are infected with HIV, another important pandemic virus of the
last century, HPV behaves more aggressively, and the risk of AIN is at least
30 times more than the general population! In the article ‘High Resolution
Anoscopy for the management of HPV-associated Anal Intraepithelial
Neoplasia ’, I shall explain the rationale for screening in high-risk populations
and on the use of HRA.
For the lifestyle section, originally I have invited my friend from the UK,
who is a doctor, to share his wisdom on ways to enhance resilience among
healthcare workers in the context of high work stress and burnout rate.
Unfortunately, my friend came down with COVID-19 and had to take
time for rest for a full recovery. He would be pleased to share with us
in another issue when the opportunity arises. In the urge of time, I have
decided to share one of my hobbies, sound therapy, and written an article in
collaboration with one of my teachers and friends, Anthony Nec from the UK.
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to all the contributing authors
for their time and great effort. I would like to thank Mr KM Ho, who has
contributed a fabulous cover photo with a meaningful caption. I would also
like to acknowledge my clinical partner, Dr John Simon, for providing useful
feedback on selected articles. Last but not least, I would like to thank the
editorial team of FMSHK for assembling this memorable issue on infectious
diseases for us. I hope you enjoy reading this issue and any feedback is
welcome!
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Stress is everywhere. Most people would yearn for
being at peace in the midst of busy city life, a crowded
and noisy environment, and most importantly, pressing
daily routines and chores. Life can be especially stressful
NOW when we are faced with huge uncertainties bought
about by the greatest pandemic for the past 100 years.

without any side effects? To this end, sound healing
is becoming accepted as one of the valid methods to
alleviate stress, reduce burnout, improve sleep and
improve general wellbeing.

Let us not forget that doctors work in one of the most
stressful occupations. We face life, we face death, we face
people, and we face long hours. Physician burnout is
defined as a work-related syndrome involving emotional
exhaustion, depersonalisation, and a sense of reduced
personal accomplishment.

There are sounds all around us. The vibrational forces
of sound are emitted from the movement or vibration
of all matter. They manifest in a constant cacophony
of sound waves, endlessly resonating in the universal
sea of consciousness. These sounds are both audible
and inaudible to the human senses. Regardless of our
capacity to hear or feel sound waves, they manifest as
cause and effect, not only to us as human beings but
also to the wider world around us. Sound waves wash
over us at every second of every minute and hour of
every day and continue to vibrate endlessly.

Surveys in the United States and United Kingdom1 have
found burnout rate among doctors as high as 80%! A
survey2 done in Hong Kong almost ten years ago showed
that the rate for severe burnout was 30%. We believe
that the current figure would be much higher now with
escalating patient demand and workload! Serious and
extreme burnout, if not dealt with properly, is associated
with sudden death and suicide.
We also know that up to 80% of visits to doctors may
have a stress-related component3. Chronic stress is,
therefore, not only an underlying factor in physician
burnout. It also underlies many of the most chronic
health challenges presented to physicians by their
patients.
It is our belief that being healthy is not only about
'physically not sick'. To possess a sound and peaceful
mind and a sense of purpose in life are as crucial as
health maintenance through physical exercise and
taking nutritious food. We should not ignore the
phenomenon that sleep problems are getting more
prevalent, affecting general wellbeing and functioning.
The first author has been pursuing with a keen interest
in various topics on mind-body medicine for the past 25
years. When faced with patients with various medical
illness, I observed that the psychological aspect of
care often plays an important part in the therapeutic
outcome on top of the medical treatment or physical
interventions we provide for them. Patients who are
newly diagnosed with the critical illness have lots of
fear and worries. Patients who have chronic illnesses
easily become unmotivated to maintain their health.
I believe that as healthcare providers, we are doing our
best to cater for the physical and psychological needs
of our patients. However, wouldn't it be wonderful if
there can be some simple tools that can help patients
and we can teach to patients to help them relieve stress

HOW DOES SOUND HEALING WORK?

A variety of instruments and tools, including the human
voice, is used in sound healing. Positive intention
through our dedication and devotion when working
with these media is thought to play an important part
in the overall healing effect. By transforming and
replacing old and unhealthy energies with new and
harmonious energies, sound healing can help to balance
and harmonise us. Stress, tension and disease are
manifested as a state of disharmony. Positive wellbeing
will ensue when our natural resonance and harmony
is restored4. The human body is made up of 60% water
on average. From the point of view of physics, the
resonance created by sound can be transmitted to the
water inside our body to cause vibration.
Sound healing works by :
1. Sympathetic resonance: Using a sound healing tool
allows an area of imbalance to be brought back
into balance through a "like vibration", a vibration
that matches the original frequency a given area
most naturally wants to vibrate at. Through the
projection of a sound tool's pure, vibrational
sounds, the waves go to the area of imbalance, the
weak or dissonant frequency is transformed, and
optimal resonance is restored.
2. Brainwave entrainment- Entrainment is the
predisposition that two oscillating bodies have
tendency to vibrate in harmony with one another.
Entrainment occurs when two or more rhythmic
cycles become synchronised.
3. Balancing left/right brain hemispheres.
4. Triggering the relaxation response to alleviate
symptoms of chronic stress.
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5. Releasing suppressed emotions associated with
trauma from the past.

AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM
AND SOUND HEALING
The Autonomic Nervous System (ANS) is our body's
primary control centre. With its two main divisions,
the sympathetic and the parasympathetic nervous
system (or vagus), the ANS represents a superordinate
control centre in the body. It controls and regulates all
vital functions, including heart rate, blood pressure,
respiratory rate, and other body system functions.
Many diseases, including chronic diseases of physical
and mental health, are diseases of the autonomic
nervous system (ANS).
Polyvagal Theory is a new view of the ANS, going
beyond the conventional view of the ANS having two
branches: sympathetic and parasympathetic. Polyvagal
Theory was developed by Dr Stephen Porges PhD, a
research scientist, in the early 1990s. Dr Porges is a
'Distinguished University Scientist' at the Kinsey Institute
at Indiana University Bloomington, USA. He is also
Research Professor in the Department of Psychiatry at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; Emeritus
Professor of Psychiatry at the University of Illinois at
Chicago and Emeritus Professor of Human Development
at the University of Maryland, College Park.

THE VENTRAL VAGAL CIRCUIT
The newer circuits can inhibit older circuits. The newest
circuit is the circuit of social interaction which is linked
to the uniquely mammalian vagal pathway the ventral
vagal circuit. The ventral vagal circuit is the nerve going
from the brain stem to the heart (CN X). The vagus nerve
is linked in the brainstem to the nerves that regulate the
muscles in the face and head which are involved in social
engagement, including CN V (trigeminal nerve) CN VII
(facial nerve). These are the muscles of vocalisation,
listening, facial expressivity and gesture.
The ventral vagal circuit is the co-regulatory, interactive
regulation of the autonomic state that enables our
bodies to be in states that support growth, health
and restoration. When that system does not work
properly, we see the behaviours and the symptoms
associated with physical and mental health issues.
Improved flexibility and functioning of ventral vagus
nerve creates a VAGAL BRAKE on dysfunctions in the
spinal sympathetic nervous circuit. Such dysfunction
can create a chronic mobilised state of fight/flight.
Dysfunction of the dorsal vagus nervous circuit is
associated with the chronic immobilised state of freeze/
shutdown with fear.

His Polyvagal framework is now increasingly used
by medical doctors, psychiatrists, psychotherapists,
and in other therapeutic modalities. Polyvagal
Theory is the understanding of how our body reacts
to various challenges. Our reactions are based on the
evolution of our autonomic nervous system. During
our evolutionary history as vertebrates, the autonomic
nervous system has changed. As it changed, it created
different circuits.

Dysfunction in the nerves of the ventral vagus circuit is
an underlying cause of many life impairing physiological
and behavioural conditions. Learning how to correct
this dysfunction and how to improve the functioning of
the ventral vagal circuit is a quick, cheap and effective
medical intervention 6. This approach can eliminate
the adverse effects of chronic stress arising from
overstimulation of spinal sympathetic circuit. It can
also eliminate the adverse effects of the shutdown and
depressive behaviour arising from hyperactivity in the
dorsal vagus circuit. Positive effects are cumulative. The
ANS becomes more resilient each time we improve the
flexibility and functioning of the ventral vagus circuit.

In Polyvagal Theory there are three circuits, and they
function in a hierarchy5 (Fig. 1)

FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

1. social engagement corresponding to the ventral
vagal circuit (supra-diaphragmatic vagus)
2. fight/flight corresponding to the sympathetic
nervous system
3. freeze/shutdown corresponding to the dorsal vagal
circuit (sub-diaphragmatic vagus)

Fig. 1 The hierarchical model of the 3 polyvagal states
( Adapted from Stephen W. Porges5)
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We have found that to successfully integrate Polyvagal
theory into clinical practice; it is necessary to have a
quick, cheap and reliable method of measuring the ANS.
As the heart is controlled directly by the sympathetic
and parasympathetic nervous system, it acts as an
effector organ to measure the autonomic nervous
system. The sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous
systems register and process internal and external
stimuli. They initiate the proper reactions to optimally
prepare the organism according to the needs of the
moment (e.g. energy supply in times of sudden danger).
A malfunctional ANS has an overactive sympathetic
and hypoactive parasympathetic nervous system.
Such state inevitably leads to a physiological change
in the heart's excitation pattern. Thus, the Heart Rate
Variability (HRV) - the beat-to-beat interval will be
changed accordingly. This change is measurable. HRV
is determined by the measurement and evaluation of the
RR intervals (time period between successive heartbeats)
There are commercially available software programs
that allow measurement of HRV and provide analysis of
the functioning of sympathetic and dorsal and ventral
parasympathetic systems.
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The international Sound Healing Academy has worked
for three years to determine the effect of sound healing
instruments and techniques on HRV, and therefore on
the functioning of the ANS. With specific sound healing
interventions, it is possible to improve the regulation
of the ANS as shown by improved HRV and ventral
parasympathetic system functioning.

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS WITH
SOUND HEALING
The first author has an avid interest in sound healing,
first as a tool for personal development and relaxation;
and then subsequently as a tool to help my family
and friends with various issues (Fig. 2 & 3). For
myself, I find that the sound emitted by various sound
instruments to be very soothing (Fig. 4) and can help
myself to focus on the moment by drawing my attention
away from various mundane daily matters. It also
facilitates me going into a meditative state more easily.
Fig. 4 Part of the sound instruments for sound therapy,
including crystal singing bowls, Tibetan singing bowls,
tuning forks and gong. (Photo from the personal photo
collection of Dr Andrew Tin-yau WONG)

Below is some of the anecdotal experience I had and
is by no means suggesting that sound therapy is the
definitive cause for the improvement in each case.
Medical assessment and management is essential and
cannot be bypassed.
My wife used to have chronic lower back pain requiring
analgesics from time to time. I tried sound therapy for
her, and after several sessions, her pain is 90% relieved,
and she has not taken analgesics for the past few years.

Fig. 2 Playing crystal singing bowls during a therapy
session (Photo from the personal photo collection of Dr
Andrew Tin-yau WONG)

Fig. 3 Use of tuning forks during a sound therapy session
(Photo from the personal photo collection of Dr Andrew
Tin-yau WONG)

A friend of my wife used to have chronic insomnia.
She was seen by a psychiatrist and could only sleep for
1-2 hours at night even with adding to 5 medications
for one year. She was exhausted when I first met her.
After several sessions and my instruction to her to
practice playing a tuning fork daily for practice, I was so
overjoyed to hear that she could sleep for 5-6 hours in a
row. Over the subsequent three months, her doctor has
successfully reduced her medications to one item only.
After one year, she was still well maintained on only
one medication and was sleeping a few hours per night
and in a brighter mood.
A friend of mine had chronic fatigue syndrome,
rendering her bed-bound. She could barely support
standing for 3 minutes alone at the worst of time. I
diligently performed the therapy for her over ten
sessions. I was so excited that she had marked
improvement in her exercise tolerance progressively.
She also told me that her chronic insomnia problem had
markedly improved and the psychiatrist tailed down
her medications gradually.
One 'side-effect' I get from performing the sessions for
others is that I found that I slept very deeply on the
same night that I performed the therapy. Also, I am
generally more relaxed and can maintain working long
hours easily without fatigue compared to before I took
up this hobby.
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The visionary Edgar Cayce once predicted 100 years
ago that 'Sound will be the medicine of the future'. We
are still far away from the stage where it is integrated
as a mainstream therapy. Nevertheless, the blooming
of various sound spas and sound baths especially in the
West and now in Hong Kong signify that, at least for
some people, the sound is appealing to them as a means
to de-stress.
We believe that the Polyvagal Theory is a good
scientific foundation whereby the effect on the ANS
can be measured and hence quantified. We eagerly
await results from a rigorous scientific study on the
effect on this intervention. Even without RCTs, as
a complementary therapy, sound therapy has great
potential as a simple self-help therapy which can engage
clients and as a 'feel-good' quick fix without side effects.
As time goes by, we hope that more and more people
would be opening up to experience its vast benefits.
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